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Abstract
When we send data through internet it is necessary to protect this
information while communication. For security purpose concept of
cryptography and steganography is being used. Secrete writing is
known as cryptography. Steganography is the method in which
existence of the message can be kept secret. In this paper, we clarify on
what steganography is its importance as well as review on the different
techniques used in implementing steganography. This Review helps us
to proceed in the right direction of research in color image
steganography.
Keywords: Cryptography, steganography, LSB, Hash-LSB, cover
image, stegano image.

1. Introduction
In today’s world communication is very important factor. We do communication
through different medium such as languages, telephone, internet etc. but it is not fully
secure. For security purpose concept of cryptography and steganography is being used.
Cryptography is a technique which convert message in unreadable form during
communication.
The word steganography derived from the Greek word Steganos, which mean
covered or secret and graphy mean writing or drawing. Therefore, steganography
means covered writing. Steganography is the art and science of hiding information
such way that its presence cannot be detected and a communication is happen.
Cryptography hides the contents of a secret message from hackers, whereas
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steganography even hide the existence of the message. Steganography does not alter
the structure of the secret message, but hides the message inside a cover-image so it
cannot be seen with necked eyes. In steganography we use cover image, stegano
image.
Cover image- image in which another image is hidden.
Secrete image- image which is hidden in cover image.
1.1 Basic Model of Steganography

Fig. 1: Basic model of steganography.
In fig 1 we take cover image then take secrete image & key and embedding these
two images then we get stegano image which is similar to our cover image.
1.2 Kinds of SteganographyThere are four kinds of steganography they are as follows
1.2.1 Text
1.2.2 Image
1.2.3 Audio /Video
1.2.4 Protocol
1.2.1 Text SteganographyIt uses the text media to hide the data.
1.2.2 Image SteganographyIn this images are used as cover object i.e. to hide data.
1.2.3 Audio steganographyWhen secret data is embedded into digital sound, the technique is known as audio
steganography. Secret message is embed in WAV, MP3 sound files.
1.2.4 Protocol steganographyIn this method we use protocol to transfer data and for hiding.

2. Current Approaches
Existing Cryptography AlgorithmThere are so many algorithm exist for encryption and decryption they are as follow
1) Symmetric Algorithm or Private Key- Uses a single key for both encryption
and decryption.
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2) Asymmetric or public key Algorithm- Uses one key for encryption and another
for Decryption.
3) Hybrid Cryptography-Combination of symmetric and asymmetric algorithm.
2.1 Different Steganographic Technique2.1.1) spatial domain Technique
2.1.2) Transform domain techniques
2.1. 3) Spread spectrum techniques
2.1.4) Statistical method
2.1.5) Distortion techniques
There are so many steganographic techniques but we generally use first two
techniques.
2.1.1 Spatial Domain Technique –
In Spatial domain, first decomposed cover-image into bits planes and then least
significant bit (LSB) of the bits planes are replaced with the secret data bits. It
generally uses LSB algorithm or BPCS algorithm Advantages are high embedding
capacity, easy to implement.
2.1.2 Transform domain techniqueIn Transform domain, we embed information in frequency domain of the transformed
image. Advantage of this domain is to hide the image in the area that is less exposed to
the compression and image processing. This technique runs on both lossy and lossless
image. It generally uses DCT, DFT, and Wavelet Transformation.

3. Related Work
There are so many steganographic techniques which are used for hiding data within
image. In paper [1] optimized strategy is discussed that uses genetic algorithms to find
the best mapping function between cover image and secret data. If iterations are big
then this approach cannot be completed in polynomial time. In paper [2] comparison of
high capacity filter with low capacity filter is discussed that produces steganography
technique to embed the data. Paper [3] presented research work on data hiding in
images by hybrid LSB substitution technique. It is the method of Optimal LSB
substitution with OPAP.
Paper [5] presented pixel-value differencing image steganography method to
increase the capacity of the hidden secret information and to provide a stego-image.
This method uses the largest difference value between the other three pixels close to
the target pixel. Paper [8] propose (N, 1) Secret Sharing Approach Based on
Steganography with Gray Digital Images method which contain an embedding and an
extraction algorithm. This proposed scheme basically uses an Exclusive-OR (XOR)
operation and a binary-to-gray code conversion.
In paper [9] least significant bit (LSB) insertion technique is discuss. It is simple
approach to embedding information in a cover image. In this method we embed 8th
bits of data at (LSB) of each pixel in the cover image in order of 3,3,2 respectively.
The altered image is called stego-image. Paper [11] “On the Limits of Steganography”,
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presented number of attacks on information hiding scheme and suggested improved
embedding efficiency and public key steganography.
Paper [12] proposes novel approach to develop a Secure Image based
Steganographic Model using Integer Wavelet Transform. In paper [14] designing of
robust and secure image steganography based on LSB insertion and RSA encryption
technique has been used.
In Paper [16] we discuss image steganography technique based on Integer Wavelet
Transform (IWT) .IWT converts spatial domain information to the frequency domain
information. We use assignment algorithm for embedding secret data and for best
matching between blocks.

4. Evaluation and Discussion
Analysis drawn from comparative study of each of the algorithm is shown in following
table.
Table 1: Comparative study
No Technique
1
LSB

2

Jsteg

3

JMQT

4

HSLB

Advantages
Disadvantages
1 Simple to implement
1. Less secure.
2 undetectable by the average human if
done
1.Better stegno size
1. stego-size result is
2. Quality of stegno image is best.
poor.
1.Better Capacity
1. Large stegno size.
2. More data embedding.
1. Provide more security.
1. Compressed file
2. Embedding capacity of the technique must be decompressed
is more.
first.
3. Improve performance.

In above table we compare different steganographic algorithm. Proposed Hash
LSB gives better embedding capacity with preserving quality of the image.

5. Applications
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mobile Banking
Military
Intelligence agencies
smart identity cards
Medical Imaging
Online voting
Enable secrete communication
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6. Conclusion
Analysis has been conducted by using number of different steganographic algorithm
such as transform domain and spatial do-main etc. Spatial domain techniques are easy
to implement and have high payload as compare to transform domain technique. So we
conclude that there are large number techniques for implementing image
steganography but when we combine spatial domain technique with hash function and
cryptography together then it provides two levels of security and better quality image.
It is quite impossible for hackers to steal the data.
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